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e CCEL1 0 LocalizedX method comprises indexing localized eCCEs and distributed 
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ENHANCED CHANNEL CONTROL ELEMENT INDEXING FOR 
ENHANCED PHYSICAL DOWNLINK CONTROL CHANNEL 

SEARCH SPACE 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

[0001] Priority of United States Provisional patent application Serial No.  

61/667,325, attorney docket No. P45842Z, entitled "ECCE INDEXING FOR 

EPDCCH SEARCH SPACE DESIGN" filed on July 2, 2012, is claimed and is hereby 

incorporated by reference.  

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Wireless mobile communication technology uses various standards 

and protocols to transmit data between a base transceiver station (BTS) and a wireless 

mobile device. In the third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution 

(LTE) systems, the BTS is a combination of an evolved Node Bs (eNode Bs or eNBs) 

and Radio Network Controllers (RNCs) in a Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

Network (UTRAN), which communicates with the wireless mobile device, known as 

a user equipment (UE). Data is transmitted from the eNode B to the UE via a physical 

downlink shared channel (PDSCH). A physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) 

is used to transfer downlink control information (DCI) that informs the UE about 

resource allocations or scheduling related to downlink resource assignments on the 

PDSCH, uplink resource grants, and uplink power control commands. The PDCCH 

signal may be transmitted prior the PDSCH in each subframe transmitted from the 

eNode B to the UE.  

[0003] The PDCCH signal is designed to be demodulated at the UE based on a cell 

specific reference signal (CRS). However, the use of a CRS does not take into 
1
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account the increased complexities of advanced LTE systems. For instance, in 

heterogeneous networks, multiple nodes may simultaneously transmit within a single 

cell. The use of the cell specific reference signal may limit advanced techniques to 

increase cell capacity.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] The invention described herein is illustrated by way of example and 

not by way of limitation in the accompanying figures. For simplicity and clarity of 

illustration, elements illustrated in the figures are not necessarily drawn to scale. For 

example, the dimensions of some elements may be exaggerated relative to other 

elements for clarity. Further, where considered appropriate, reference labels have 

been repeated among the figures to indicate corresponding or analogous elements.  

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram showing processes performed on 

downlink control information (DCI) in accordance with an example; 

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram showing additional processes 

performed on downlink control information (DCI) in accordance with an example; 

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a resource grid in accordance 

with an example; 

[0008] FIG. 4A and 4B each illustrate a block diagram of an enhanced 

physical downlink control channel (ePDCCH) mapped to a subframe in accordance 

with an example; 

[0009] FIG. 5A and 5B each illustrates a block diagram of an enhanced 

physical downlink control channel (ePDCCH) mapped to a subframe in accordance 

with an additional example; 

2
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[0010] FIG. 6A and 6B illustrates a block diagram of an enhanced physical 

downlink control channel (ePDCCH) mapped to a subframe in accordance with an 

additional example; 

[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow chart of localized and distributed independent 

eCCE indexing in accordance with an example; 

[0012] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow chart depicting global localized and 

distributed eCCE indexing in accordance with an example; 

[0013] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a block diagram of a mobile 

communication device in accordance with an example; and 

[0014] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a block diagram of an eNB and a UE.  

[0015] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of a system.  

[0016] Reference will now be made to the exemplary embodiments illustrated, 

and specific language will be used herein to describe the same. It will nevertheless be 

understood that no limitation of the scope of the invention is thereby intended.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0017] Before the present invention is disclosed and described, it is to be 

understood that this invention is not limited to the particular structures, process steps, 

or materials disclosed herein, but is extended to equivalents thereof as would be 

recognized by those ordinarily skilled in the relevant arts. It should also be 

understood that terminology employed herein is used for the purpose of describing 

particular examples only and is not intended to be limiting. The same reference 

numerals in different drawings represent the same element.  

3
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[0018] References in the specification to "one embodiment", "an 

embodiment", "an example embodiment", etc., indicate that the embodiment 

described may include a particular feature, structure, or characteristic, but every 

embodiment may not necessarily include the particular feature, structure, or 

characteristic. Moreover, such phrases are not necessarily referring to the same 

embodiment. Further, when a particular feature, structure, or characteristic is 

described in connection with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the 

knowledge of one skilled in the art to effect such feature, structure, or characteristic in 

connection with other embodiments whether or not explicitly described.  

[0019] Embodiments of the invention may be implemented in hardware, 

firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Embodiments of the invention may 

also be implemented as instructions stored on a machine-readable medium, which 

may be read and executed by one or more processors. A machine-readable medium 

may include any mechanism for storing or transmitting information in a form 

readable by a machine (e.g., a computing device). For example, a machine-readable 

medium may include read only memory (ROM); random access memory (RAM); 

magnetic disk storage media; optical storage media; flash memory devices; electrical, 

optical, acoustical or other forms of propagated signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared 

signals, digital signals, etc.), and others.  

[0020] The following description may include terms, such as first, second, etc.  

that are used for descriptive purposes only and are not to be construed as limiting.  

[0021] An initial overview of technology embodiments is provided below and 

then specific technology embodiments are described in further detail later. This 

initial summary is intended to aid readers in understanding the technology more 

4
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quickly but is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the 

technology nor is it intended to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter. The 

following definitions are provided for clarity of the overview and embodiments 

described below.  

[0022] In 3GPP radio access network (RAN) LTE systems, the transmission 

station may be a combination of Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

Network (E-UTRAN) Node Bs (also commonly denoted as evolved Node Bs, 

enhanced Node Bs, eNodeBs, or eNBs) and Radio Network Controllers (RNCs), 

which communicates with the wireless mobile device, known as a user equipment 

(UE). A downlink (DL) transmission may be a communication from the transmission 

station (or eNodeB) to the wireless mobile device (or UE), and an uplink (UL) 

transmission may be a communication from the wireless mobile device to the 

transmission station.  

[0023] In homogeneous networks, the transmission station, also called macro 

nodes, may provide basic wireless coverage to mobile devices in a cell.  

Heterogeneous networks (HetNets) were introduced to handle the increased traffic 

loads on the macro nodes due to increased usage and functionality of mobile devices.  

HetNets may include a layer of planned high power macro nodes (or macro-eNBs) 

overlaid with layers of lower power nodes (micro-eNBs, pico-eNBs, femto-eNBs, or 

home eNBs [HeNBs]) that may be deployed in a less well planned or even entirely 

uncoordinated manner within the coverage area of the macro nodes. The macro nodes 

may be used for basic coverage, and the low power nodes may be used to fill coverage 

holes, to improve capacity in high usage locations or at the boundaries between the 

5
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macro nodes' coverage areas, and improve indoor coverage where building structures 

impede signal transmission.  

[0024] The deployment of a HetNet may improve the efficiency of the 

transmission of data to a UE in a cell, such as data communicated on a physical 

downlink shared channel (PDSCH). The efficiency is increased by splitting the cell 

into smaller areas with the additional use of low power nodes.  

[0025] The communication of data on the PDSCH is controlled via a control 

channel, referred to as a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). The PDCCH 

may be used for downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) resource assignments, transmit 

power commands, and paging indicators. The downlink PDSCH scheduling grant 

may be designated to a particular UE for dedicated PDSCH resource allocation to 

carry UE-specific traffic, or it may be designated to all UEs in the cell for common 

PDSCH resource allocation to carry broadcast control information such as system 

information or paging.  

[0026] The data carried on the PDCCH is referred to as downlink control 

information (DCI). There are several traditional formats that are defined for a DCI 

message. For example, defined formats include: 

[0027] Format 0 for transmission of uplink shared channel (UL-SCH) 

allocation; 

[0028] Format 1 for transmission of downlink shared channel (DL-SCH) 

allocation for Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) operation; 

[0029] Format 1A for compact transmission of DL-SCH allocation for SIMO 

operation or allocating a dedicated preamble signature to a UE for random access; 

6
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[0030] Format 1B for transmission control information of Multiple Input 

Multiple Output (MIMO) rank 1 based compact resource assignment; 

[0031] Format 1C for very compact transmission of PDSCH assignment; 

[0032] Format 1D, the same as format 1B with additional information of 

power offset; 

[0033] Format 2 and Format 2A for transmission of DL-SCH allocation for 

closed and open loop MIMO operation, respectively; and 

[0034] Format 3 and format 3A for transmission of transmission power 

control (TPC) command for an uplink channel.  

[0035] This list is not intended to be complete. Additional formats may also 

be used. As the complexity of wireless networks increases, such as the use of HetNets 

having multiple different types of nodes, other formats may be created to carry the 

desired downlink control information.  

[0036] Multiple UEs may be scheduled in one subframe of a radio frame.  

Therefore, multiple DCI messages may be sent using multiple PDCCHs. The DCI 

information in a PDCCH may be transmitted, by an eNB, using one or more control 

channel elements (CCE). A CCE is comprised of a group of resource element groups 

(REGs). A legacy CCE may include, e.g., up to nine REGs. Each REG is comprised 

of four resource elements. Each resource element may include two bits of 

information when quadrature modulation is used. Therefore, a legacy CCE may 

include up to 72 bits of information. When more than 72 bits of information are 

needed to convey the DCI message, multiple CCEs may be employed. The use of 

multiple CCEs is referred to as aggregation level. 3GPP LTE Releases 8, 9 and 10 

define aggregation levels as 1, 2, 4 or 8 consecutive CCEs allocated to one PDCCH.  

7
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[0037] In various embodiments, a method may comprise mapping, by a base 

station of an Internet Protocol (IP) based wireless communication network, 

modulated symbols in an enhanced physical downlink control channel (ePDCCH) of 

a user equipment (UE) to a plurality of enhanced control channel elements (eCCEs), 

wherein the plurality of eCCEs comprises at least one of localized eCCEs and 

distributed eCCEs; performing, by the base station, logical indexing to the localized 

eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the ePDCCH; performing, by the base station, 

logical indexing to the distributed eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the 

ePDCCH.  

[0038] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise 

determining, by the base station, a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs in a 

resource block pair of the search space of the ePDCCH based on a quality of the 

ePDCCH.  

[0039] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise indicating, 

by the base station, a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the 

UE should search based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  

[0040] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise 

distributing, by the base station, the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs in the 

search space based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0041] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise in response 

to determining that a first distributed eCCE is using a first ICIC coordinate region for 

the ePDCCH transmission, blanking, by the base station, the first ICIC coordinate 

region and distributing the logical eCCEs for a second distributed eCCE that is 

8
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neighboring to the first distributed eCCE in a second ICIC coordinate region based on 

the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0042] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise deriving, 

by the base station, indexes for a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) of the UE 

by physical eCCE indexes that map to the plurality of logical indexes.  

[0043] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise 

interleaving, by the base station, the logical localized indexes and the logical 

distributed indexes with each other to provide a global logical indexing, based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0044] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise 

distributing, by the base station, the logical distributed eCCEs in different ICIC 

coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the global logical indexing, based 

on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0045] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise performing, 

by the base station, ePDCCH resource allocation based on the logical indexes of the 

ePDCCH.  

[0046] In various embodiments, the method may further comprise performing, 

by the base station, ePDCCH blind decoding based on the logical indexes of the 

ePDCCH.  

[0047] In various embodiments, each ICIC coordinate region equals to one 

equivalent localized eCCE in each resource block pair.  

[0048] In various embodiments, a system may comprise a processor 

configured to communicate with user equipment (UE) via an enhanced node B (eNB) 

station of an Internet Protocol (IP) based wireless communication network; and a 

9
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storage medium coupled to the processor, the storage medium having instructions 

stored thereon, that if executed by the processor, result in mapping, by the eNB 

station, modulated symbols in an enhanced physical downlink control channel 

(ePDCCH) of a user equipment (UE) to a plurality of enhanced control channel 

elements (eCCEs), wherein the plurality of eCCEs comprises localized eCCEs and 

distributed eCCEs; performing, by the eNB station, logical indexing to the localized 

eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0049] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in determining, by the eNB station, a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed 

eCCEs in a resource block pair of the search space of the ePDCCH based on a quality 

of the ePDCCH.  

[0050] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: indicating, by the eNB station, a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH 

candidates that the UE should search based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to 

distributed eCCEs.  

[0051] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: distributing, by the eNB station, the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs 

in different resource block pairs in the search space based on the aggregation level of 

the ePDCCH.  

[0052] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: distributing, by the eNB station, the logical indexes for distributed eCCEs in 

different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH, wherein each ICIC coordinate region equals to one 

equivalent localized eCCE in each resource block pair.  

10
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[0053] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: deriving, by the base station, indexes for a physical uplink control channel 

(PUCCH) of the UE by physical eCCE indexes that map to the plurality of logical 

indexes.  

[0054] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: interleaving, by the eNB station, the logical localized indexes and the logical 

distributed indexes with each other to provide a global logical indexing, based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0055] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: distributing, by the eNB station, the logical distributed indexes in different 

ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the global logical indexing, 

based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0056] In various embodiments, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: performing, by the eNB station, ePDCCH resource allocation based on the 

logical indexes of the ePDCCH.  

[0057] In various embodiments,, the instructions, if executed, may further 

result in: performing, by the eNB station, ePDCCH blind decoding based on the 

logical indexes of the ePDCCH.  

[0058] In various embodiments, an apparatus to be employed by an evolved 

Node B (eNB) of a wireless communication network may comprise: a resource 

mapping module to mapping modulated symbols in an extended physical downlink 

control channel (ePDCCH) to a plurality of enhanced control channel elements 

(eCCEs), wherein the plurality of eCCE comprise at least one of localized eCCEs and 

eCCEs, wherein the ePDCCH is configured to be communicated to a user equipment 

11
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(UE) in a radio frame, an eCCE indexing module to perform logical indexing to at 

least one of the localized eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs based on an aggregation 

level of the ePDCCH.  

[0059] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

determine a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs in a resource block pair of 

the search space of the ePDCCH based on a quality of the ePDCCH.  

[0060] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

indicate a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the UE should 

search based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  

[0061] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

distribute the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs in different resource block pairs 

in the search space based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0062] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

distribute the logical eCCEs for distributed eCCEs in different ICIC coordinate 

regions for the ePDCCH transmission based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH, 

wherein each ICIC coordinate region equals to one equivalent localized eCCE in each 

resource block pair.  

[0063] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

derive indexes for a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) of the UE by physical 

eCCE indexes that map to the plurality of logical indexes.  

[0064] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

interleave the logical localized indexes and the logical distributed indexes with each 

other to provide a global logical indexing, based on the aggregation level of the 

ePDCCH.  

12
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[0065] In various embodiments, the eCCE indexing module may be further to 

distribute the logical distributed indexes in different ICIC coordinate regions for the 

ePDCCH transmission in the global logical indexing, based on the aggregation level 

of the ePDCCH.  

[0066] In various embodiments, an apparatus to be employed by a user 

equipment (UE) of a wireless communication network may comprise circuitry to 

receive radio resource control (RRC) signaling from an evolved Node B (eNB) that is 

configured to communicate with the user equipment, the RRC signal comprises a 

ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs in a resource block pair of the search 

space of an ePDCCH, wherein the ePDCCH is configured to be communicated to the 

user equipment (UE) in a radio frame, de-index logical indexes of the at least one of 

the localized eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the 

ePDCCH.  

[0067] In various embodiments, the RRC signaling may further comprise 

information on a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the UE 

should search that is based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  

[0068] In various embodiments, the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs 

may be configured to distribute in different or the same resource block pairs in the 

search space based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0069] In various embodiments, the logical indexes for distributed eCCEs 

may be configured to distribute in different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH 

transmission based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH, wherein each ICIC 

coordinate region equals to one equivalent localized eCCE in each resource block 

pair.  

13
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[0070] In various embodiments, the logical indexes may be mapped to 

physical eCCE indexes of the ePDCCH, and wherein the physical eCCE indexes are 

used in implicit physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) index derivation.  

[0071] In various embodiments, the logical localized indexes and the logical 

distributed indexes may be interleaved with each other to provide a global logical 

indexing, based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0072] In various embodiments, the logical distributed indexes may be 

distributed in different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the 

global logical indexing, based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

[0073] In various embodiments, the apparatus may further comprise circuitry 

to perform ePDCCH resource allocation based on the logical indexes of the eCCEs.  

[0074] In various embodiments, the apparatus may further comprise circuitry 

to perform ePDCCH blind decoding based on the logical indexes of the eCCEs.  

[0075] To create the PDCCH payload, the DCI may undergo a number of 

processes, as illustrated in FIG. 1. The processes may include the attachment of a 

cyclic redundancy check 102 used for error detection in the DCI message; channel 

coding 104 for use in forward error correction, and rate matching 106 that is used to 

output a bit stream with a desired code rate. Detailed instructions for performing the 

cyclic redundancy check, channel coding, and rate matching are provided in the 3GPP 

LTE specifications, such as Release 8, 9 and 10.  

[0076] The encoded DCI message(s) for each control channel may then be 

multiplexed and scrambled before undergoing modulation, layer mapping, precoding 

and resource mapping, as illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 2.  

14
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[0077] Blocks of encoded bits for each control channel may be multiplexed 

202, e.g., by a multiplexer, to create a block of data. The size of the blocks of data 

may be altered to ensure that PDCCHs start at a desired CCE position. The size of the 

blocks of data may also be altered to ensure that the blocks of bits match the amount 

of REGs that can be used by the PDCCH. The multiplexed block of bits may then be 

scrambled. One scrambling process that is currently used is the use of a bit-wise 

XOR operation with a cell specific scrambling sequence. Other types of scrambling 

may be used as well. The encoding process is outlined in the 3GPP LTE 

specification.  

[0078] The scrambled bits may then undergo modulation 204, e.g., by a 

modulating module. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) is often used to create a 

block of complex-valued modulation symbols. In other embodiments, other types of 

modulation, such as Bi-Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), 16 Quadrature Amplitude 

Modulation (16-QAM), 32-QAM, 64-QAM, and so forth may also be used.  

[0079] The complex symbols may be mapped 206, e.g., by a layer mapping 

module, to multiple layers, depending on a number of transmit antennas used at the 

eNode B. One, two or four layer mapping has been used in legacy systems.  

Additional layers, such as eight layer mapping may also be used. The mapping 

process is outlined in the 3GPP LTE specification.  

[0080] A precoder 208 may take a block from the layer mapper 206 to 

generate an output for each antenna port. Precoding for transmission diversity may 

be performed for two or four antennas in legacy systems based on the 3GPP LTE Rel.  

8 specification. Transmission diversity for more complex systems, such as an eNode 
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B with eight antennas, may also be applied using precoding. One scheme used for 

precoding includes the Alamouti scheme for two antennas.  

[0081] The complex valued symbols for each antenna may then be divided 

into groups for mapping 210, e.g., by a resource mapping module, to resource 

elements. In legacy systems, the complex valued symbols for each antenna may be 

divided into quadruplets. The sets of quadruplets may then undergo a permutation 

such as interleaving and cyclic shifting before being mapped to resource elements 

within resource element groups.  

[0082] The PDCCH may be transmitted prior to the PDSCH in each subframe 

transmitted from the eNode B to the UE. The demodulation of the PDCCH at the UE 

may be based on a cell-specific reference signal (CRS). Each cell is only assigned a 

single reference signal. However, the use of the single CRS may limit the number of 

nodes that can be deployed in a cell.  

[0083] A UE may receive a PDCCH using blind decoding. The resources 

used by the UE for PDCCH blind decoding may be referred to as the search space. A 

different search space may be used to detect and demodulate an ePDCCH for a UE 

specific reference signal (UE-RS) relative to the use of a CRS.  

[0084] The signal on the physical (PHY) layer used to convey the PDCCH 

may be transmitted by the eNode B (enhanced Node B or evolved Node B or eNB) to 

the user equipment (UE) using a generic long term evolution (LTE) frame structure, 

as illustrated in FIG. 3. In the illustration of FIG. 3, a legacy PDCCH is illustrated.  

[0085] A radio frame 300 may have a duration, Tf, of 10 milliseconds (ms).  

Each radio frame may be segmented or divided into ten subframes 31 0i that are each 1 

ms long. Each subframe may be further subdivided into two slots 320a and 320b, 
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each with a duration, T,,,,, of 0.5 ms. In a legacy system, the first slot (#0) 320a may 

include a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) 360 and a physical downlink 

shared channel (PDSCH) 366, and the second slot (#2) 320b may include data using 

the PDSCH. Each slot for a component carrier (CC) used by the eNode B and the UE 

may include multiple resource blocks (RBs) 330a, 330b, 330i, 330m, and 330n based 

on the CC frequency bandwidth.  

[0086] Each RB 330i may include 12 - 15kHz subcarriers 336 (on the 

frequency axis) and 6 or 7 orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) 

symbols 332 (on the time axis) per subcarrier. In one embodiment, the RB may use 

seven OFDM symbols if short or normal cyclic prefix is employed. In another 

embodiment, the RB may use six OFDM symbols if an extended cyclic prefix is used.  

The resource block may be mapped to 84 resource elements (REs) 340i using short or 

normal cyclic prefixing, or the resource block may be mapped to 72 REs (not shown) 

using extended cyclic prefixing. The RE may be a unit of one OFDM symbol 342 by 

one subcarrier (e.g., 15kHz) 346. Each RE may transmit two bits 350a and 350b of 

information using QPSK. The actual number of bits communicated per RE is 

dependent on the level of modulation used.  

[0087] The control region of each legacy serving cell in carrier aggregation 

consists of a set of (CCEs). In one embodiment, the CCEs may be numbered from 0 

to NCCEk -1, where NCCEk is the total number of CCEs in the control region of 

subframe k. The UE may monitor a set of PDCCH candidates on one or more 

activated serving cells as configured by higher layer signaling for control information.  

The term monitoring, as used herein, may imply attempting, at the UE, to decode each 
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of the PDCCH candidates in the set according to all of the monitored DCI formats.  

For example, the UE may utilize one or more CCEs to monitor a PDCCH in the set.  

[0088] A physical control channel may be transmitted on an aggregation of 

one or several CCEs. The CCE(s) may be transmitted consecutively. As previously 

discussed, one example control channel element may correspond to nine resource 

element groups (REGs). Each legacy REG comprises four resource elements. In one 

embodiment, the number of REGs that are not assigned to a physical control format 

indicator channel (PCFICH) or a physical hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) 

indicator channel (PHICH) is denoted NREG. The CCEs available in a 3GPP LTE 

system may be numbered from 0 to NCCE - 1, where NCCE = (NREG/ 9). The PDCCH 

may support multiple formats. Multiple PDCCHs may be transmitted in a subframe.  

One example of PDCCH formats is provided in the following table.  

[0089] The currently described PDCCH transmission and mapping process, 

as described by the 3GPP LTE Release 8, 9 and 10 specifications, may create 

limitations to advances that are made in other areas of wireless communication. For 

example, mapping of CCEs to subframes in OFDM symbols may spread over the 

control region to provide spatial diversity.  

[0090] For instance, future networks may be configured HetNets that can 

include a number of different kinds of transmission nodes in a single macro cell 

serving area. More UEs can be served simultaneously by macro and pico cells in the 

HetNet. The 3GPP LTE Rel. 8 PDCCH is designed to demodulate based on 

cell-specific reference signals, which makes it difficult to fully explore cell splitting 

gain. The PDCCH design may not be adequate to convey the information needed to 
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allow a UE to take advantage of the multiple transmission nodes in the HetNet to 

increase bandwidth and decrease battery usage at the UE.  

[0091] In addition, the use of multi-user multiple-input multiple-output 

(MU-MIMO), machine to machine communication (M2M), PDSCH transmission in 

a multicast\broadcast single-frequency network, and cross carrier scheduling in 

carrier aggregation can require increased capacity for the PDCCH. The use of UE 

specific reference signals in PDCCH demodulation at the UE can allow the use of 

multiple nodes in a HetNet. Rather than relying on a single common reference 

symbol for an entire cell, each reference symbol may be UE specific to provide a 

beam forming diversity and a cell splitting gain. In addition, interference 

coordination with neighboring cells may use the mapping procedures to guarantee 

orthogonality among neighboring cells, thereby reducing or avoiding subcarrier 

collisions. Moreover, the capacity of the ePDCCH design may be increased for future 

networks.  

[0092] Accordingly, an enhanced PDCCH (ePDCCH) may be configured 

with increased capacity to allow advances in the design of cellular networks and to 

minimize currently known challenges. The examples of ePDCCH design and 

mapping principals are not intended to be limiting. Because of the broad design 

aspects of a ePDCCH, including but not limited to CRC attachment, channel coding, 

rate matching, multiplexing, scrambling, modulation, layer mapping, precoding, 

resource mapping, and search space requirements, the examples provided are not 

intended to limit to a certain system. However, the examples can provide 

improvements upon which other aspects of an ePDCCH design and implementation 

can be expanded on.  
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[0093] In one embodiment, a relay physical downlink control channel 

(R-PDCCH) design with non-interleaved UE-RS based mapping may be used for 

ePDCCH design to achieve scheduling and a beamforming gain when channel state 

information (CSI) feedback is available. For example, the ePDCCH design may base 

on a non-cross-interleaved R-PDCCH design. however, in some embodiments, the 

R-PDCCH design that is limited to a relay-specific restriction may not be required 

ePDCCH design to provide higher scheduling flexibility at eNB, e.g., in the scenario 

where downlink-uplink traffic has an imbalance. In one embodiment, a UE may 

monitor resource blocks in both slots for downlink assignment and uplink grant.  

[0094] FIG. 4A provides an example of enhanced channel control elements 

(eCCEs) indexing for an aggregation level (AGGL) of one. The aggregation level of 

one may imply that the DCI information in an ePDCCH candidate is able to be 

mapped to a single CCE. In one embodiment, each resource block pair may comprise 

two resource blocks, each having the same subcarriers, located in a first and second 

slot in a subframe of a radio frame, as shown in FIG. 3. As shown in Fig. 4A, CCEL 

may represent a localized eCCE and CCED may represent a distributed eCCE. As 

shown in Fig. 4A, there are four CCEs in one RB pair; however, in some 

embodiments, a different number of CCEs can be in one RB pair (e.g, 2 or any other 

number based system requirement).  

[0095] For example, a localized ePDCCH may be mapped to a localized 

eCCE 402 that may further be mapped in frequency and time to a fixed number of 

resource element groups (REGs), e.g., 4 REGs, in a single resource block pair.  

Alternatively, the number of REGs in a single resource block pair may vary based on 

DCI data load requirements (e.g., the amount of DCI data), or other competing 
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requirements in the resource block, such as PCFICH requirements, PHICH 

requirements, and resource symbol requirements for data allocated within each 

resource block. Each REG may include a plurality of resource elements (e.g. 9). The 

resource elements to which the localized eCCE 402 is mapped to in the resource 

block pair may be contiguous in time and/or frequency. Alternatively, the resource 

elements may be separated in time and/or frequency. The localized eCCE 402 may be 

mapped across a slot boundary in the physical resource block pair.  

[0096] In one embodiment, random beam forming diversity, interference 

coordination with neighboring cells may be further considered for ePDCCH design.  

For example, a distributed ePDCCHs having the same aggregation level may be 

mapped to one or more distributed eCCEs that may further be mapped to a plurality of 

REGs distributed in different resource block pairs. In the embodiment of FIG. 4A 

with AGGL one, the distributed eCCEs 406 may be mapped to a plurality of REGs 

that are distributed in different resource block pairs. In another embodiment, the 

distributed eCCEs for different distributed ePDCCHs belonging to the same 

aggregation level may be separated as far as possible, as shown in FIG. 4A. The 

frequency separation of the REGs can provide frequency diversity gain. Multiple 

REGs in a distributed eCCE may be mapped to several separate resource block pairs, 

although more than one REG may be mapped to a single resource block pair. The 

more widely distributed REGs may lead to greater diversity gain.  

[0097] In one embodiment, a R-PDCCH design with no cross-interleaving 

may also be utilized for distributed CCE to RE mapping. For example, the 

distributed ePDCCH design can use UE-RS instead of CRS to be mapped in the RBs 

for distributed eCCE mapping of ePDCCH decoding. The ePDCCH design may 
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allow a great scheduling flexibility. Further, UEs may be configured to monitor the 

set of RBs in both slots for downlink assignment and uplink grant. In one 

embodiment, the ePDCCH may be decoded based on UE-RS and the REGs in 

different RBs may be precoded by different precoder to realize random beamforming 

gain and achieve spatial domain diversity. The precoder for each RB pair or RB pair 

bundling may be predefined or randomly selected by an eNB.  

[0098] In FIG. 4A, a distributed ePDCCH having an aggregation level of one 

may be mapped to a distributed eCCE. The aggregation level of one may represent 

that the DCI information is able to be mapped to a single distributed eCCE, e.g., 406 

or 408. In the example of FIG. 4A, a distributed eCCE may contain, e.g., four REGs 

that may be mapped to resource blocks in a subframe that are separated in frequency 

as much as possible, depending on the channel profile and system bandwidth to 

provide frequency diversity gain. For example, the distributed eCCE 406 may 

contain four REGs. However, a lesser or a greater number of REGs may be used in 

each distributed eCCE. If a different modulation scheme than QPSK is used on the 

DCI information, a greater number of REs and/or bits may be contained in each REG.  

In one embodiment, the REGs in the distributed eCCE 406 may be mapped to 

resource blocks in a subframe that are separated in frequency, depending on the 

channel profile and system bandwidth to provide frequency diversity gain. Similarly, 

the REGs for the distributed eCCE 408 may be distributed in frequency.  

[0099] The REGs in distributed eCCE 406 and distributed eCCE 408 may 

have the same distribution or different distribution amongst resource blocks in a 

subframe. For example, the distributed eCCE 406 may be mapped to four REGs 420, 

422, 424 and 426 that locate in different physical resource block (PRB) pairs and the 
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distributed eCCE 408 may be mapped to four REGs 421, 423, 425 and 427 that locate 

in different PRB pairs. In the example of FIG. 4B, a distributed eCCE may be 

mapped to REGs in a subframe that are separated in frequency as much as possible, 

depending on the channel profile and system bandwidth to provide frequency 

diversity gain. While the REGs illustrated in the distributed eCCE 406 and 408 are 

each shown to be in the same time position within a resource block pair, this is not 

required for each respective distributed eCCE. The distributed REGs in distributed 

eCCE 406 and eCCE 408 may be in a different temporal location within a resource 

block pair. Each distributed eCCE in a subframe may have a same number of REGs 

or a different number of REGs. In the example of FIG. 4B, distributed eCCE 406 may 

have four REGs 420, 422, 424 and 426 and distributed eCCE 408 may have four 

REGs 421, 423, 425 and 427.  

[00100] In one embodiment, the localized eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs 

may be indexed independently. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the localized eCCEs 

and the distributed eCCEs are indexed beginning from zero; however, in some 

embodiments, the localized eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs may be indexed 

differently. In one embodiment, a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs in 

one PRB pair may be configured by high layer signaling, e.g., via radio resource 

control (RRC) signaling from eNB. For example, in one PRB pair with four eCCEs, 

the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs may be 2:2, 3:1, 1:3, 4:0 or 0:4. In 

one embodiment, the ratio of common search space may be set to be fixed, e.g., 0:4 

with zero localized eCCE and four distributed eCCEs. In another embodiment, the 

ratio of localized to distributed eCCEs may be used, by the UE, to implicitly indicate 

the ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that UE should search. In 
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some embodiments, the ratio of localized and distributed candidates that UE should 

search may be indicated through RRC signaling. In some embodiments, an eNB may 

adjust the ratio of localized and distributed candidates that UE should search based on, 

e.g., a control channel quality. For example, more localized eCCEs than distributed 

eCCEs may be configured for a better channel quality.  

[00101] FIG. 4B illustrates an example of enhanced channel control elements 

(eCCEs) for ePDCCH with an aggregation level (AGGL) of two. Similar to Fig. 4A, 

CCEL represents a localized eCCE and eCCED represents a distributed eCCE. As 

shown in Fig. 4B, there are two localized eCCEs and two distributed eCCEs in each 

RB pair; however, in some embodiments, a different number of CCEs and a different 

localized to distributed ratio may be used for the RB pair. In one embodiment, a 

localized ePDCCH having aggregation level of two may be mapped to two separate 

localized eCCEs, e.g., 402 and 412 in a resource block pair; however, in some 

embodiments, the two localized eCCEs 402 and 412 may be contiguous eCCEs in the 

resource block pair. In another embodiment, a distributed ePDCCH having 

aggregation level of two may be mapped to distributed eCCEs, e.g., 406 and 408.  

[00102] In one embodiment, the aggregation level (AGGL) may be considered 

in localized eCCE indexing. An aggregation level specific localized eCCE indexing 

may be used to achieve scheduling gain. For example, FIGs. 4A and 4B show logical 

localized eCCE indexing for AGGLs of one and two, respectively. A logical index 

may be mapped to a physical index in the examples. For example, in a logical index 

to physical index mapping, physical eCCEs may be indexed in frequency increasing 

order while logical index for eCCEs may be AGGL specifically mapped to the 

physical index.  
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[00103] In FIG. 4A, logical indexes for localized eCCEs with AGGL one may 

be distributed in four PRB pairs instead of simply increased in frequency domain.  

The localized eCCE 402 in FIG. 4A may have an index of CCELO. The localized 

eCCE 412 that is in the same PRB pair as the localized eCCE 402 may be indexed as 

CCEL_4. More scheduling gain may be obtained based on a bigger offset in the 

logical indexes for localized eCCEs. For example, a different scheduling gain may be 

obtained with the localized eCCE 402 indexed as 0 and localized eCCE 412 indexed 

as 2, 3, 5, 6 or 7, etc. FIG. 4B shows an example of logical localized eCCE indexes 

used for AGGL two. A localized ePDCCH with an aggregation level of two may be 

mapped to two localized eCCEs, e.g., 402 and 412 in a resource block pair. The 

logical indexes for the two localized eCCEs 402 and 412 for the same localized 

ePDCCH may be increased in frequency domain. For example, the localized eCCE 

402 may be indexed from zero and the localized eCCE 412 may have index of one.  

Similarly, the localized eCCE 404 and 414 that are used for the same ePDCCH 

transmission or ePDCCH candidates decoding may be indexed as 2 (CCEL_2) and 3 

(CCEL_3), respectively.  

[00104] FIGs. 5A and 5B illustrates examples of logical distributed eCCE 

indexing for distributed eCCEs. For an ePDCCH carried by one or more distributed 

eCCEs, logical distributed eCCE indexing may take Inter-Cell Interference 

Coordination (ICIC) into consideration. The distributed eCCE indexes belonging to 

the search space for a given AGGL may distribute across different ICIC coordinate 

region to maximize the ICIC gain. In one embodiment, each REG in a distributed 

eCCE may be separated in frequency from other REGs in the eCCE to gain frequency 

diversity.  
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[00105] FIG.5A takes eCCEs with AGGL one as an example. In this example, 

an ICIC coordinate region in each PRB pair may equal to one equivalent eCCEL in the 

PRB pair. Although FIG. 5A illustrates each PRB pair may comprise two ICIC 

coordinate regions, a different number of ICIC coordinate regions may be present in a 

PRB pair. In one embodiment, in response to determining , by a first eNB, that a 

neighboring cell of a second eNB uses a first coordinate region for ePDCCH 

transmission, the first eNB may blank the first coordinate region and use a second 

coordinate region for the current cell of the first eNB for ePDCCH transmission to 

reduce inter-cell interference among neighboring cells. In the example of FIG. 5A, if 

the first eNB knows that the neighboring cell of the second eNB uses ICIC coordinate 

region 520, the first eNB may not use coordinate region 520 but use coordinate region 

521 for ePDCCH transmission and thus the distributed eCCEs may be located in the 

same coordinate region 521.  

[00106] In the example of FIG.5A, logical distributed CCED0 506 and 

eCCED_1 508 may be distributed in different ICIC coordinate regions. For example, 

CCED0 506 may be distributed in a first ICIC coordinate region 520 that is 

represented by a dotted line in FIG. 5A. CCED_1 506 may be distributed in a second 

ICIC coordinate region 521 that is represented by a dot dash line in FIG. 5A. FIG.5B 

may be used for eCCEs with AGGL two. In FIG. 5B, two distributed eCCEs 506 and 

508 for the same ePDCCH are distributed in the same first ICIC coordinate region 

520. And, two distributed eCCEs 510 and 512 for the same ePDCCH are in the same 

second ICIC coordinate region 521.  

[00107] In one embodiment, AGGL specific logical indexing may be used for 

distributed eCCEs. For example, the distributed ePDCCH that belong to a search 
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space for a given AGGL may distribute across different ICIC coordinate regions as 

possible. The example of FIG. 5A shows that the distributed eCCE 506 may be 

indexed as CCED_0 that is distributed in ICIC coordinate region 520, the distributed 

eCCE 508 may be indexed as CCED_1 that is distributed in ICIC coordinate region 

521, the distributed eCCE 510 may be indexed as CCED_2 that is distributed in ICIC 

coordinate region 520 while the distributed eCCE 512 may be indexed as CCED_5 

that is distributed in ICIC coordinate region 521. FIG. 5B shows that the distributed 

eCCEs 506 and 508 for a first ePDCCH may be indexed as CCEDO and CCED_1, 

respectively that are distributed in the same ICIC coordinate regions 520 while 

distributed eCCEs 510 and 512 mapped to a second ePDCCH may be indexed as 

CCED_2 and CCED_3 that are distributed in the same ICIC coordinate region 521.  

[00108] In the examples of FIGs. 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, the physical eCCE 

indexes may be used for eNB to implicitly derive physical downlink control channel 

(PUCCH) indexes to reduce PUCCH indexing ambiguity. In another embodiment, 

the logical eCCE indexes may be used, by UE, for ePDCCH resource allocation and 

blind decoding to achieve scheduling gain and ICIC scheduling gain.  

[00109] FIG. 6A and 6B provide examples wherein localized eCCEs and 

distributed eCCEs can be indexed globally. Similar to the embodiments as mentioned 

previously with regard to FIGs. 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, the ratio of localized eCCEs to 

distributed eCCEs in one PRB pair can also be configured by high layer signaling, 

e.g., RRC signaling from eNB. The global logical eCCE indexing as shown in FIGs.  

6A and 6B may be aggregation level specific to include both localized and distributed 

ePDCCH candidates in UE's search space. In one embodiment, the localized 

ePDCCH candidate and the distributed ePDCCH candidates may be interleaved with 
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each other. As shown in the example for AGGL 1 of FIG. 6A, the indexes for the 

eCCEs may begin from, e.g., 0. The localized eCCEs 602, 606, 610, 614 may be 

indexed as CCE 0, CCE 2, CCE 4, and CCE 6, respectively. The distributed eCCEs 

604, 608, 612, 616 may be indexed as CCE 1, CCE 3, CCE 5, and CCE 7, respectively.  

As shown in the example for AGGL 2 of FIG. 6B, the indexes for the eCCEs may also 

begin from, e.g., 0, although this may not be required. The localized eCCEs 602 and 

604 for a first ePDCCH candidate may be indexed as CCE 0 and CCE 1, respectively; 

the distributed eCCEs 606 and 608 for a second ePDCCH candidate may be indexed 

as CCE 2 and CCE 3, respectively; the localized eCCEs 610, 612 may be indexed as 

CCE 4 and CCE 5, respectively; and the distributed eCCEs 614 and 616 may be 

indexed as CCE 6 and CCE 7, respectively.  

[00110] Similar to the embodiments as mentioned previously with regard to 

FIGs. 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, the AGGL specific logical eCCE indexing as shown in 

FIGs. 6A and 6B can be used for ePDCCH assignment and blind decoding. In 

another embodiment, physical eCCEs as shown in the examples of FIGs. 6A and 6B 

can be used for implicit PUCCH index derivation. In yet another embodiment, the 

logical eCCEs indexing of FIGs. 6A and 6B may take ICIC coordinate region into 

consideration, similar to the examples as discussed previously with regard to FIGs.  

5A and 5B. With regard to AGGL 1 of FIG. 6A, different ePDCCHs belonging to the 

same AGGL may be distributed in different ICIC coordinate regions as possible. For 

example, distributed eCCEs 604 and 608 may be in different coordinate regions while 

distributed eCCEs 612 and 616 may be in different coordinate regions. Similarly, in 

the example of AGGL 2 shown in FIG. 6B, distributed eCCEs 606, 608 mapping to 

the same ePDCCH may be in the same coordinate region which is different from the 
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coordinate region where distributed eCCEs 614, 608 are located. While FIGs. 6A and 

6B illustrate an embodiment of a number of eCCEs, some embodiments may have a 

different number of eCCEs.  

[00111] FIG. 7 shows an example of localized and distributed independent 

eCCE indexing. The eCCE indexing may also be described with reference to FIGs.  

4A, 4B, 5A and 5B. In block 710, an eNB may map modulated symbols in each 

ePDCCH at least one eCCEs. In block 720, the eNB may determine or adjust a ratio 

of localized eCCEs and distributed eCCEs in a search space of the ePDCCH, e.g., 

based on a quality of the control channel. In block 730, the eNB may indicate a ratio 

of the localized ePDCCH candidates and the distributed ePDCCH candidates that UE 

should search by the ratio of localized eCCEs and distributed eCCEs in the search 

space, as determined in block 720. In block 740, the eNB may perform an 

aggregation level specific logical indexing for localized eCCEs. For example, the 

eNB may perform logical indexing for localized eCCEs with aggregation level of one, 

as shown in FIGs. 4A and 5A. The eNB may perform logical indexing for localized 

eCCEs with aggregation level of two, as shown in FIGs. 4B and 5B. In block 750, 

eNB may perform an aggregation level specific logical indexing for distributed 

eCCEs. FIGs. 4A and 5A show the examples of AGGL one and FIGs. 4B and 5B 

show the examples of AGGL two. In another embodiment, eNB may further 

implicitly derive PUCCH indexes based on physical eCCE indexes that are mapped to 

the logical eCCE indexes.  

[00112] FIG. 8 shows an example of global localized and distributed eCCE 

indexing. The eCCE indexing may also be described with reference to FIGs. 6A and 

6B. In block 810, an eNB may map modulated symbols in each ePDCCH to at least 
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one eCCEs. In block 820, the eNB may detemine a ratio of localized eCCEs and 

distributed eCCEs in a search space of the ePDCCH, e.g., based on a quality of the 

control channel. In block 830, the eNB may indicate a ratio of the localized ePDCCH 

candidates and the distributed ePDCCH candidates that UE should search by the ratio 

of localized eCCEs and distributed eCCEs in the search space, as determined in block 

820. In block 840, the eNB may perform an aggregation level specific logical 

indexing for localized and distributed eCCEs. For example, the eNB may interleave 

indexed for the localized eCCEs and the distributed eCCEs, as shown in FIGs. 6A and 

6B. Further, in block 750, the eNB may further utilize ICIC coordinate regions as 

shown in FIGs. 5A and 5B for the logical indexing for distributed eCCEs.  

[00113] FIG. 9 provides an example illustration of a mobile device, such as a 

user equipment (UE), a mobile station (MS), a mobile wireless device, a mobile 

communication device, a tablet, a handset, or other type of mobile wireless device.  

The mobile device may include one or more antennas configured to communicate 

with a base station (BS), an evolved Node B (eNB), or other type of wireless wide 

area network (WWAN) access point. While two antennas are shown, the mobile 

device may have between one and four or more antennas. The mobile device may be 

configured to communicate using at least one wireless communication standard 

including Third Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (3GPP LTE), 

Worldwide interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), High Speed Packet 

Access (HSPA), Bluetooth, WiFi, or other wireless standards. The mobile device 

may communicate using separate antennas for each wireless communication standard 

or shared antennas for multiple wireless communication standards. The mobile 
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device may communicate in a wireless local area network (WLAN), a wireless 

personal area network (WPAN), and/or a wireless wide area network (WWAN).  

[00114] FIG. 9 also provides an illustration of a microphone and one or more 

speakers that may be used for audio input and output from the mobile device. The 

display screen may be a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, or other type of display 

screen such as an organic light emitting diode (OLED) display. The display screen 

may be configured as a touch screen. The touch screen may use capacitive, resistive, 

or another type of touch screen technology. An application processor and a graphics 

processor may be coupled to internal memory to provide processing and display 

capabilities. A non-volatile memory port may also be used to provide data 

input/output options to a user. The non-volatile memory port may also be used to 

expand the memory capabilities of the mobile device. A keyboard may be integrated 

with the mobile device or wirelessly connected to the mobile device to provide 

additional user input. A virtual keyboard may also be provided using the touch 

screen.  

[00115] FIG. 10 provides an example illustration of communication between 

an eNB 1002 and a mobile device 1012, such as a user equipment (UE), a mobile 

station (MS), a mobile wireless device, a mobile communication device, a tablet, a 

handset, or other type of mobile wireless device. A description on the mobile device 

1012 may refer to the embodiments as mentioned with regard to Fig. 9. The mobile 

device 1012 may include one or more antennas configured to communicate with a 

base station (BS), an evolved Node B (eNB), or other type of wireless wide area 

network (WWAN) access point via a network 1014.  
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[00116] FIG. 10 also provides an illustration of an eCCE indexing module 

1004 that may be coupled to a resource mapping module 1006. Although Fig. 10 

illustrates two modules in eNB 1002, in some embodiments, eNB 1002 may comprise 

additional modules. In one embodiment, the eCCE indexing module 1004 may be 

configured to provide indexes for eCCEs in a search space of ePDCCH, e.g., as 

shown in FIGs. 7 and 8. In another embodiment, the resource mapping module 1006 

may perform resource mapping to form a search space for ePDCCH, to be transmitted 

to the mobile device 1012. The information on the eCCEs in the search space may be 

transmitted by the eNB 1002 to the mobile device 1012 via RRC signaling for long 

term adjustment or SIB signaling for short term adjustment. The UE 1012 may use 

the RRC signaling and SIB signaling to perform ePDCCH blind decoding based on 

the corresponding search space. For example, in FIG. 10, the mobile device 1012 

may comprise an eCCE de-indexing module 1016 that may obtain or de-index the 

eCCE indexes based on the indexing as mentioned above with regard to FIGs. 4A, 4B, 

5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 7 and 8. The ePDCCH assignment and blind decoding module 1018 

may use the obtained eCCE indexes from module 1016 to perform ePDCCH blind 

decoding and ePDCCH assignment and/or resource allocation; in some embodiments, 

module 1018 may be divided into several modules. While two modules are shown in 

the mobile device 1012, in some embodiments, the mobile device 1012 may comprise 

any other modules.  

[00117] The eNB 1002 and UE 1012 described herein may be implemented 

into a system using any suitable hardware and/or software to configure as desired.  

FIG. 11 illustrates, for one embodiment, an example system 1100 comprising one or 

more processor(s) 1104, system control logic 1108 coupled with at least one of the 
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processor(s) 1104, system memory 1112 coupled with system control logic 1108, 

non-volatile memory (NVM)/storage 1116 coupled with system control logic 1108, 

and a network interface 1120 coupled with system control logic 1108.  

[00118] Processor(s) 1104 may include one or more single-core or multi-core 

processors. Processor(s) 1104 may include any combination of general-purpose 

processors and dedicated processors (e.g., graphics processors, application processors, 

baseband processors, etc.). In an embodiment in which the system 1100 implements 

UE 1002, processors(s) 1104 may include processor module and be configured to 

execute the embodiments of Figures 1-10 in accordance with various embodiments.  

In an embodiment in which the system 1100 implements eNB 1002, processor(s) 

1104 may include module 1004 and 1006.  

[00119] System control logic 1108 for one embodiment may include any 

suitable interface controllers to provide for any suitable interface to at least one of the 

processor(s) 1104 and/or to any suitable device or component in communication with 

system control logic 1108.  

[00120] System control logic 1108 for one embodiment may include one or 

more memory controller(s) to provide an interface to system memory 1112. System 

memory 1112 may be used to load and store data and/or instructions, for example, for 

system 1100. System memory 1112 for one embodiment may include any suitable 

volatile memory, such as suitable dynamic random access memory (DRAM), for 

example.  

[00121] NVM/storage 1116 may include one or more tangible, non-transitory 

computer-readable media used to store data and/or instructions, for example.  

NVM/storage 1116 may include any suitable non-volatile memory, such as flash 
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memory, for example, and/or may include any suitable non-volatile storage device(s), 

such as one or more hard disk drive(s) (HDD(s)), one or more compact disk (CD) 

drive(s), and/or one or more digital versatile disk (DVD) drive(s), for example.  

[00122] The NVM/storage 1116 may include a storage resource physically 

part of a device on which the system 1100 is installed or it may be accessible by, but 

not necessarily a part of, the device. For example, the NVM/storage 1116 may be 

accessed over a network via the network interface 1120.  

[00123] System memory 1112 and NVM/storage 1116 may respectively 

include, in particular, temporal and persistent copies of instructions 1124.  

Instructions 1124 may include instructions that when executed by at least one of the 

processor(s) 1104 result in the system 1100 implementing a one or both of methods 

400 and 700 as described herein. In some embodiments, instructions 1124, or 

hardware, firmware, and/or software components thereof, may 

additionally/alternatively be located in the system control logic 1108, the network 

interface 1120, and/or the processor(s) 1104.  

[00124] Network interface 1120 may have a transceiver 1122 to provide a 

radio interface for system 1100 to communicate over one or more network(s) and/or 

with any other suitable device. The transceiver 1122 may be implement a receiver 

module and/or a transmitter module. In various embodiments, the transceiver 1122 

may be integrated with other components of system 1100. For example, the 

transceiver 1122 may include a processor of the processor(s) 1104, memory of the 

system memory 1112, and NVM/Storage of NVM/Storage 1116. Network interface 

1120 may include any suitable hardware and/or firmware. Network interface 1120 

may include a plurality of antennas to provide a multiple input, multiple output radio 
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interface. Network interface 1120 for one embodiment may include, for example, a 

network adapter, a wireless network adapter, a telephone modem, and/or a wireless 

modem.  

[00125] For one embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 1104 may be 

packaged together with logic for one or more controller(s) of system control logic 

1108. For one embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 1104 may be packaged 

together with logic for one or more controllers of system control logic 1108 to form a 

System in Package (SiP). For one embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 1104 

may be integrated on the same die with logic for one or more controller(s) of system 

control logic 1108. For one embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 1104 may be 

integrated on the same die with logic for one or more controller(s) of system control 

logic 1108 to form a System on Chip (SoC).  

[00126] The system 1100 may further include input/output (1/0) devices 1132.  

The 1/0 devices 1132 may include user interfaces designed to enable user interaction 

with the system 1100, peripheral component interfaces designed to enable peripheral 

component interaction with the system 1100, and/or sensors designed to determine 

environmental conditions and/or location information related to the system 1100.  

[00127] In various embodiments, the user interfaces could include, but are not 

limited to, a display (e.g., a liquid crystal display, a touch screen display, etc.), a 

speaker, a microphone, one or more cameras (e.g., a still camera and/or a video 

camera), a flashlight (e.g., a light emitting diode flash), and a keyboard.  

[00128] In various embodiments, the peripheral component interfaces may 

include, but are not limited to, a non-volatile memory port, an audio jack, and a power 

supply interface.  
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[00129] In various embodiments, the sensors may include, but are not limited 

to, a gyro sensor, an accelerometer, a proximity sensor, an ambient light sensor, and a 

positioning unit. The positioning unit may also be part of, or interact with, the 

network interface 1120 to communicate with components of a positioning network, 

e.g., a global positioning system (GPS) satellite.  

[00130] In various embodiments, the system 1100 may be a mobile computing 

device such as, but not limited to, a laptop computing device, a tablet computing 

device, a netbook, a mobile phone, etc. In various embodiments, system 1100 may 

have more or less components, and/or different architectures.  

[00131] It should be understood that many of the functional units described in 

this specification have been labeled as modules, in order to more particularly 

emphasize their implementation independence. For example, a module may be 

implemented as a hardware circuit comprising custom VLSI circuits or gate arrays, 

off-the-shelf semiconductors such as logic chips, transistors, or other discrete 

components. A module may also be implemented in programmable hardware devices 

such as field programmable gate arrays, programmable array logic, programmable 

logic devices or the like.  

[00132] Modules may also be implemented in software for execution by 

various types of processors. An identified module of executable code may, for 

instance, comprise one or more physical or logical blocks of computer instructions, 

which may, for instance, be organized as an object, procedure, or function.  

Nevertheless, the executable code of an identified module need not be physically 

located together, but may comprise disparate instructions stored in different locations 
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which, when joined logically together, comprise the module and achieve the stated 

purpose for the module.  

[00133] A module of executable code may be a single instruction, or many 

instructions, and may even be distributed over several different code segments, 

among different programs, and across several memory devices. Similarly, 

operational data may be identified and illustrated herein within modules, and may be 

embodied in any suitable form and organized within any suitable type of data 

structure. The operational data may be collected as a single data set, or may be 

distributed over different locations including over different storage devices, and may 

exist, at least partially, merely as electronic signals on a system or network. The 

modules may be passive or active, including agents operable to perform desired 

functions.  

[00134] Reference throughout this specification to "an example" means that a 

particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the 

example is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, 

appearances of the phrases "in an example" in various places throughout this 

specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.  

[00135] As used herein, a plurality of items, structural elements, compositional 

elements, and/or materials may be presented in a common list for convenience.  

However, these lists should be construed as though each member of the list is 

individually identified as a separate and unique member. Thus, no individual member 

of such list should be construed as an equivalent of any other member of the same list 

solely based on their presentation in a common group without indications to the 

contrary. In addition, various embodiments and example of the present invention 
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may be referred to herein along with alternatives for the various components thereof.  

It is understood that such embodiments, examples, and alternatives are not to be 

construed as equivalents of one another, but are to be considered as separate and 

autonomous representations of the present invention.  

[00136] Furthermore, the described features, structures, or characteristics may 

be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. In the following 

description, numerous specific details are provided, such as examples of search 

spaces, to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of the invention. One 

skilled in the relevant art will recognize, however, that the invention may be practiced 

without one or more of the specific details, or with other methods, components, 

materials, etc. In other instances, well-known structures, materials, or operations are 

not shown or described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention.  

[00137] While the forgoing examples are illustrative of the principles of the 

present invention in one or more particular applications, it will be apparent to those of 

ordinary skill in the art that numerous modifications in form, usage and details of 

implementation may be made without the exercise of inventive faculty, and without 

departing from the principles and concepts of the invention. Accordingly, it is not 

intended that the invention be limited, except as by the claims set forth below.  

[00138] While the methods of FIGs. 1, 2, 7 and 8 is illustrated to comprise a 

sequence of processes, the methods in some embodiments may perform illustrated 

processes in a different order.  

[00139] While certain features of the invention have been described with 

reference to embodiments, the description is not intended to be construed in a limiting 

sense. Various modifications of the embodiments, as well as other embodiments of 
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the invention, which are apparent to persons skilled in the art to which the invention 

pertains are deemed to lie within the spirit and scope of the invention.  
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What is claimed is: 

1. A method, comprising: 

mapping, by a base station of an Internet Protocol (IP) based wireless communication 

network, modulated symbols in an enhanced physical downlink control channel (ePDCCH) of 

a user equipment (UE) to a plurality of enhanced control channel elements (eCCEs), wherein 

the plurality of eCCEs comprises at least one of localized eCCEs and distributed eCCEs; 

performing, by the base station, logical indexing to the localized eCCEs based on an 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH; 

performing, by the base station, logical indexing to the distributed eCCEs based on an 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

determining, by the base station, at least one of a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed 

eCCEs in a resource block pair of the search space of the ePDCCH based on a quality of the 

ePDCCH and a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the UE should 

search based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

distributing, by the base station, the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs in the search 

space based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

in response to determining that a first distributed eCCE is using a first ICIC coordinate 

region for the ePDCCH transmission, blanking, by the base station, the first ICIC coordinate 

region and distributing the logical eCCEs for a second distributed eCCE that is neighboring to 
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the first distributed eCCE in a second ICIC coordinate region based on the aggregation level of 

the ePDCCH.  

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

deriving, by the base station, indexes for a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) of the 

UE by physical eCCE indexes that map to the plurality of logical indexes.  

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

interleaving, by the base station, the logical localized indexes and the logical distributed 

indexes with each other to provide a global logical indexing, based on the aggregation level of 

the ePDCCH.  

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising: 

distributing, by the base station, the logical distributed eCCEs in different ICIC coordinate 

regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the global logical indexing, based on the aggregation 

level of the ePDCCH.  

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

performing, by the base station, at least one of ePDCCH resource allocation and ePDCCH 

blind decoding based on the logical indexes of the ePDCCH.  

9. The method of claim 4, wherein each ICIC coordinate region equals to one equivalent 

localized eCCE in each resource block pair.  

10. A system, comprising: 
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a processor to communicate with user equipment (UE) via an enhanced node B (eNB) 

station of an Internet Protocol (IP) based wireless communication network; and 

a storage medium coupled to the processor, the storage medium having instructions stored 

thereon, that if executed by the processor, result in 

mapping, by the eNB station, modulated symbols in an enhanced physical downlink 

control channel (ePDCCH) of a user equipment (UE) to a plurality of enhanced control channel 

elements (eCCEs), wherein the plurality of eCCEs comprises localized eCCEs and distributed 

eCCEs; 

performing, by the eNB station, logical indexing to the localized eCCEs and the 

distributed eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the instructions, if executed, further result in: 

determining, by the eNB station, at least one of a ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed 

eCCEs in a resource block pair of the search space of the ePDCCH based on a quality of the 

ePDCCH and a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the UE should 

search based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the instructions, if executed, further result in: 

distributing, by the eNB station, at least one of the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs 

in different resource block pairs in the search space and the logical indexes for distributed 

eCCEs in different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH, wherein each 

ICIC coordinate region equals to one equivalent localized eCCE in each resource block pair.  

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the instructions, if executed, further result in: 
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deriving, by the base station, indexes for a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) of the 

UE by physical eCCE indexes that map to the plurality of logical indexes.  

14. The system of claim 10, wherein the instructions, if executed, further result in: 

interleaving, by the eNB station, the logical localized indexes and the logical distributed 

indexes with each other to provide a global logical indexing, based on the aggregation level of 

the ePDCCH.  

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the instructions, if executed, further result in: 

distributing, by the eNB station, the logical distributed indexes in different ICIC 

coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the global logical indexing, based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

16. An apparatus to be employed by a user equipment (UE) of a wireless communication 

network, the apparatus comprising circuitry to: 

receive radio resource control (RRC) signaling from an evolved Node B (eNB) that is to 

communicate with the user equipment, the RRC signal comprises a ratio of localized eCCEs to 

distributed eCCEs in a resource block pair of the search space of an ePDCCH, wherein the 

ePDCCH is to be communicated to the user equipment (UE) in a radio frame, 

de-index logical indexes of the at least one of the localized eCCEs and the distributed 

eCCEs based on an aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the RRC signaling further comprises information 

on a ratio of localized and distributed ePDCCH candidates that the UE should search that is 

based on the ratio of localized eCCEs to distributed eCCEs.  
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18. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the logical indexes of the localized eCCEs are to be 

distributed in different or the same resource block pairs in the search space based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH, wherein the logical indexes for distributed eCCEs are to be 

distributed in different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission based on the 

aggregation level of the ePDCCH, and wherein each ICIC coordinate region equals to one 

equivalent localized eCCE in each resource block pair.  

19. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the logical indexes are mapped to physical eCCE 

indexes of the ePDCCH, and wherein the physical eCCE indexes are used in implicit physical 

uplink control channel (PUCCH) index derivation.  

20. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the logical localized indexes and the logical 

distributed indexes are interleaved with each other to provide a global logical indexing, based 

on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH, wherein the logical distributed indexes are distributed 

in different ICIC coordinate regions for the ePDCCH transmission in the global logical 

indexing, based on the aggregation level of the ePDCCH.  
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